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I originally had intended to make this a single article but when I began to edit it 
for length, the finished article in my opinion was devoid of too much critical information 
that many people need to be made aware of. Cardiovascular training & health is so vitally 
important, it is not a subject that should skimped on. We know cardiovascular training 
impacts many health factors including but not limited to: blood pressure, cholesterol 
levels, oxygen uptake, and body composition. Unfortunately many individuals are 
exercising but not receiving the cardiovascular benefits they desire. 

 
The commercial fitness industry would like you to believe the terms “Aerobic” 

and “cardiovascular” are completely interchangeable and that the only way you can 
achieve the desired cardiac health benefits of exercise is to spend upwards of 30 minutes 
three to five times per week on a piece of equipment such as a treadmill, elliptical trainer 
or stepper. This could not be further from the truth! First by definition Aerobic exercise is 
considered to mean: 1) with oxygen, 2) moving large muscles rhythmically 3) sustained 
for duration of 12-15 minutes minimum. Examples would include: walking, jogging, and 
cycling. (1) 

 
Now, IF the chosen form of exercise brings the individual into their target heart 

rate zone and maintains that intensity level for the majority of the exercise session, then it 
is ALSO considered cardiovascular exercise for it strengthens the body’s cardiovascular 
system. If the intensity is below an individuals target heart rate zone then it is only 
aerobic in nature and NOT cardiovascular and will NOT provide the protective benefits 
of cardiovascular training. The intensity of the exercise is the determining factor i.e. all 
those people plodding along on treadmills at a snails pace reading can be considered 
aerobic but NOT cardiovascular. They are expending calories but that has NOTHING to 
do with cardiovascular health. A simple test (but not always accurate) is the “talk test” if 
you find it hard to talk and are breathing heavy then it is likely you are in or approaching 
your target heart rate zone, if you can have full conversation with your neighbor or on a 
cell phone – you are fooling yourself that you are doing anything beneficial for your 
heart! (2) 

 
This is why those wishing to do cardiovascular training in my opinion MUST 

wear a heart rate monitor. It is the only accurate way to tell if your exercise intensity is 
too low, too high or just right. Do not rely on machines that use hand sensors for heart 
rate monitoring, they are highly inaccurate. 



Proper intensity aerobics is only one form of cardiovascular exercise, others 
include Anaerobic exercise such as sprinting and resistance training. Anaerobic methods 
are usually done at higher intensities and produce not only a cardiovascular training 
effect but increased strength, muscle mass, bone density and metabolism. Anaerobic 
training relies mostly on carbohydrates for energy and not oxygen (Anaerobic means 
without oxygen). (3) Now, Anaerobic high intensity exercise is not for everyone, if you 
have cardiac, pulmonary or orthopedic problems you need to see your doctor before 
engaging in an exercise program. 

 
One of the main benefits of a program of high intensity resistance training is that 

as long as you are in your target heart rate zone you also gain cardiovascular fitness 
WITHOUT having to do a separate workout on a piece of cardiovascular equipment like 
a treadmill. The commercial fitness industry does NOT want you to know this! Why, 
because the cardiovascular machines have the biggest price tags. What do you think 
provides the highest commission for fitness equipment sales; it’s not the free weights. I 
was the Fitness Director for the areas largest commercial gym for over six years. From 
day one until I left we had the exact same barbells & dumbbells but we had switched out 
the twenty-five treadmills three times! (The avg. price of a treadmill was between $4,000 
and $5,000 per unit and this did not include all the bikes, elliptical trainers, steppers etc). 
So you can see selling weights that don’t wear out does not provide a high rate of 
commission, that is why the salesmen engage in bad science. They extrapolate the results 
from cardiac rehabilitation studies; a diseased population, to healthy people and 
recommend that the only way to achieve cardiovascular health is to be on their machines 
for a minimum of 30-45 minutes, 3 –5x per week (a typical cardiac rehab program) (4). 
This ensures wearing out of the equipment, the need for replacement parts & service 
(another multi-million dollar industry), and the eventual replacement of the units i.e. 
another large commissioned sale. 

 
In the second part of this article we will go into examples of correct 

cardiovascular training, how it relates to sports conditioning, and why aerobics lead to 
orthopedic problems (especially in women). 

 
Remember, Aerobic is not always cardiovascular! 
-Gordon 
 

 
Gordon Waddell, PES, CSCS, CES is a local Exercise Physiologist 

specializing in human performance & corrective exercise. He can be reached 
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